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WE’RE RITTE
We began in 2008 with the goal to produce 

beautiful, competition-focused bicycles for people 

who appreciate riding something unique. Since then, 

we’ve designed some of the most memorable bikes 

in the industry: from high-performance carbon race 

machines to hand-crafted stainless steel 29ers. Every 

year we continue to design and develop new frames 

and explore our possibilities. To complement our 

dominating carbon frames, this year we’ve added a 

stock-sized stainless steel road frameset and a alloy 

track frame. 

Our bikes are not for everybody, but we think that’s 

a good thing. So if you’d like a bike that rides 

beautifully and looks stunning, a bike that stands out 

from the others, then maybe we’re for you. 

Spencer Canon

Founder



Deflection testing of a custom Muur.



VLAANDEREN
The all new Vlaanderen is light, stiff and well-balanced. It’s 

made from the highest quality, high-modulus Toray carbon 

with a unidirectional finish. The Vlaanderen features a BB30 

bottom bracket and massive chain stays for power transfer, 

a tapered head tube for precise handling and an integrated 

seat mast to convey all those good road sensations straight 

to the rider. It is designed to be a good all-around race rig: 

as comfortable on day-long rides is it is confident in hectic 

criteriums. Take it down a high-speed descent and you’ll 

really see where the Vlaanderen is a true stand-out; its rigid 

front and rear end allow it to trace a perfect arc around 

turns while the slightly longer chainstays and wheelbase 

keep you perfectly balanced, turning terrifying corners into 

a Sunday ride. 

Weight: 950g

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Gloss Gray ; Gloss Belgian (Available Spring ‘14)

Matte White ; Matte Classic Belgian (Available Now)

Vlaanderen: Gloss Gray/Blue/White



Vlaanderen: Gloss Belgian



Vlaanderen: Matte White



Vlaanderen: Matte Belgian Classic



BOSBERG 3.0
The 2014 Bosberg 3.0 is redesigned to be more adjustable and 

forgiving than the Vlaanderen. It features the same geometry and 

high-modulus carbon design as the Vlaanderen, but the chain stays 

and top tube have been modified for a more comfortable ride. 

Even though it aims to be more tame than the Vlaanderen, the 

Bosberg will surprise you with it’s well-balanced handling and snappy 

acceleration. But where the Bosberg excels beyond other bikes on 

the descents, instilling in its rider a confidence that few other bikes 

can match. Of course, it doesn’t hurt that the Bosberg is one of the 

most visually striking paint schemes on any bike on the planet.

Weight: 850g

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Colors: White/Orange/Yellow

Available: November 2013 





CROSSBERG
When we designed the 2014 Crossberg we had a few goals: make a 

capable CX frameset that’s aggressive, stable and affordable enough 

to crash over and over again during a mud-soaked race weekend. This 

is not a normal cross bike. In fact, you could say it’s almost experimental. 

The compact geometry is reminiscent of a mountain bike and the long 

low stance and curved fork is more road race than classic cross. Though 

the Crossberg isn’t everybody’s cup of tea, it’s designed to go blindingly 

fast in the dirt: nimble enough to negotiate tight, slow corners and bal-

anced enough to fast off-camber sweepers. The low stance also brings 

saddle height down 1-2cm over most other cross bikes, which means 

remounting is easier, more efficient and less dramatic.

The 2014 Crossberg is made from tough 6061 Alloy and features a BB30 

bottom bracket for easy cleaning and disc brake mounts so that you 

can upgrade to disc if the spirit moves you. The Crossberg also comes 

with a Chris King IS-8 headset.  

The 2014 Crossberg is also available pre-configured in disc format, with 

an Enve 1-1/2” Disc fork and King IS-7 headset.

Weight: 1550g

Sizes: 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59

Colors: Belgian

Available: Now. 





STAINLESS SNOB 
Stainless steel is a unique material. Like titanium, it won’t corrode 

over time, but where it  rises above Ti, is in a ride quality that feels 

solid, crisp and glued to the road. That’s why our Snob comes to 

life on technical, twisty terrain, fire roads, challenging terrain and 

any time comfort and sheer traction are needed over raw stiff-

ness. We designed the Snob to be a balance between tradition 

and contemporary thinking. It’s compact geometry, oversized 

KVA tubing, tapered head tube and seat mast makes the Snob 

as fresh and modern as the latest carbon bikes, but with the feel 

and soul of a master-made steel frame that is comfortable for 

all-day rides.

Weight: 1450g - 1850g

Sizes: 52, 53, 54, 56, 58 

Available: Spring 2014





TRACK
The Ritte track frame is still under development but will be avail-

able at the beginning of 2014. It will feature Columbus Airplaine 

tubing and a hybrid track/road geometry suited ideally to street 

racing and all-around velodrome use.  

First pics will be available in November 13.

Sizes: 52, 53, 54, 56, 58 

Available: January 2014
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